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Abstract
This work presents the results of the testing and characterization done on a set of HEMT amplifiers to
verify their capabilities for use in the Multicolor Submillimeter Inductance Camera (MUSIC), which is to
become the primary millimeter/submillimeter camera for the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory in the
coming months. We have constructed a testbed to place the amplifiers in the same cryogenic conditions
they will experience in the MUSIC cryostat. These tests provide detailed insight into the gain and noise
contribution from the amplifiers, and will allow for the meaningful analysis of astronomical data.
Specifically, we measured the scattering parameter S21 over a range of HEMT bias settings, as well as
the white noise and 1/f noise. We used these measurements to determine the bias settings best suited to
our purposes. With the ideal settings in hand, we proceeded to measure the effective noise temperatures of
the HEMTs. The combined collection of these measurements demonstrated that all but two of the HEMTs
have acceptable characteristics.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDs) are a new kind of millimeter and submillimeter detector
to be used as the main continuum light collection devices for the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory (CSO)
in the near future [2]. Fundamentally, a MKID is a resonator circuit whose resonance frequency depends on
the number of photons it is absorbing. The detection method utilizes a probe signal input to the resonator,
and compares the phase shift and amplitude of the output to that of the input. Because MKIDs are
superconductors, they must be operated at a temperature of a few hundred milli-Kelvin. However, most of
the readout electronics can be kept at room temperature because of a set of cryogenic amplifiers called High
Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMTs). My work was to characterize the properties of a set of HEMTs to
determine ideal bias settings to maximize their gain and to minimize their noise, and to ensure that they
have sufficiently low noise temperatures for our purposes at the CSO.
I played the major role in the construction of the HEMT testbed, which involved assembling various
cables and connectors, machining of parts, and integration of all the hardware. I also wrote approximately
half of the MATLAB programs used to control instruments, collect data, and finally analyze the data. I
then collected this data and the results into a document that was sent to Sander Weinreb for feedback. That
document was the basis for this thesis.
In the end, our goal is for MUSIC to allow for new science to be done in submillimeter astrophysics
with unprecedented observations of high redshift galaxies and star forming regions. Using the information
collected by this state-of-the-art instrument, we hope to deepen our understanding of the origin and evolution
of submillimeter galaxies, ultimately giving insight into the processes of the early universe. [4]
1.2 HEMT Description
HEMT based Low Noise Amplifiers (LNAs) have seen a lot of development since the 1980s for use in
microwave communication systems. They are very popular in deep space communication because of their
high gain, low noise, and their low power consumption [1][5]. Another desirable feature of HEMTs is their
flat frequency response over a bandwidth of many GHz. The HEMTs we tested typically had an operating
range of 0.5-15 GHz, and we intend to use them in the range of 3-4 GHz. A close-up picture of a HEMT
amplifier is shown in Figure 1.
In the end, we will use 8 HEMTs in the MUSIC cryostat for readout of the MKIDs. Each HEMT will
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amplify the signals from 2 tiles of MKIDs, for a total of 288 MKIDs per HEMT. The MKIDs will each have
a different resonance frequency, and so we can read out the signals from each MKID simultaneously [2].
The HEMTs each have three bias settings, which we call the Drain Voltage (VD) and the Gate Voltages
(VG1 and VG2). The two gates can be biased individually for optimization of the HEMT behavior, but we
saw this as unnecessary and tied these together, to give a single gate bias (VG1 = VG2 = VG). HEMTs are
designed to draw very little current from the gate [6], while drawing a drain current on the order of a few
tens of milliamps. To characterize the noise of the HEMTs, we measured various parameters against a range
of bias settings for each HEMT.
The first set of tests performed were measurements of the absolute gain. The second test was to measure
white noise referred to the input–that is, we measured the noise and normalized it with the gain. Next
the low frequency 1/f noise was measured over the same range of bias settings. Finally, once the ideal bias
settings for the white noise were known, the noise temperatures of the amplifiers were measured at those
settings over the range of 1-10 GHz. See Table 1 in section 3.1 for the results. Except where otherwise
specified, all measurements were taken at about 3.9 K (the calculated boiling point of helium in Boulder).
Figure 1: Close-up picture of a HEMT amplifier. Notice that there are two gate bias pins: VG1 and VG2.
These were tied together at the HEMT connector because we found it unnecessary to bias them individually.
Photo by author.
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Figure 2: Picture of the cryostat testbed with the shields removed. The cryostat uses liquid helium and
liquid nitrogen as cryogens for reducing the temperature of the cold plate to 4 K. The purpose of the long
coax cables was to help isolate the noise source attenuator from the 4K plate the HEMT. Photo courtesy
Spencer Brugger.
2 Theory and Methods
2.1 Testbed
The testbed in which all of the measurements were made was an Infrared LaboratoriesTM vacuum cryostat.
The cryostat had a 77 K stage and a 4 K stage, and the HEMTs were mounted on the 4 K stage. Coax
cables with SMA type connectors were manufactured for bringing the microwave signals into and out of the
cryostat. Various attenuators were used to regulate the power of the signals, as well as to reduce standing
wave reflections inside the cables. A pair of attenuators were utilized as heat sinks for the coax cables because
we could place clamps on them and mount the clamps onto the 4 K plate.
An attenuator was used as a noise source for the noise temperature measurements (refer to Section 2.3.3).
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Figure 3: Close-up view of the 4 K plate. Photo by author.
We desired to vary the amount of noise created by this circuit element, so a heater was assembled to clamp
onto this attenuator. Early on in these tests we became concerned that heat was leaking from the attenuator
into the center pin of the coax and travelling into the HEMT wafer. To minimize this, DC Blocks were
placed on either side of the attenuator, along with installing a heat sink strap made of copper wire between
the attenuator and the 4 K plate. DC Blocks are essentially high-pass filters; we used them because their
physical construction allows for thermal isolation of the center conductors on either side of the Block.
Two LakeShoreTM silicon diodes were used as thermometers. One was placed on the noise source atten-
uator, and the other was placed on the HEMT mounting block. A heater was also installed on the HEMT
mounting block, so that we could study the effects of temperature variations of the HEMT.
The HEMT biases were brought into the cryostat with a 10-pin connector feedthrough and various
manganin or copper wires. Pictures of the testbed with the shields removed and a close-up of the testbed
are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
2.2 Gain
For a general two-port network, we can write down the scattering matrix [3] as
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 V −1
V −2
 =
 S11 S12
S21 S22

 V +1
V +2
 (1)
where V +n is the amplitude of the wave incident on port n, V
−
n is the amplitude of the wave leaving port n,
and Sij are the scattering parameters. If we consider port 1 as the input on our system and port 2 as the
output, the ratio of the output voltage to the input voltage is
S21 =
V −2
V +1
(2)
This is the transfer function for our system. We wish to express this in dB, a useful unit for quickly
determining output power as a function of input power. The gain in dB is
GdB = 20 log |S21| (3)
A network analyzer is an instrument designed specifically for measuring the scattering parameters of a
two-port system. An AgilentTM network analyzer was used over a frequency range that was typically from
50 MHz to 10 GHz. In order to isolate the HEMT gain from the rest of the components (I’ll lump them
together and call them the “system”) in the cryostat, we measured the gain with a barrel connector in place
of the HEMT, and subtracted this system gain from the measurements that included a HEMT. I say that
we “subtracted” the gain because our measurements were in dB. See Figure 4 for the circuit diagram.
We mapped out a grid of points of VD and VG, and at each point measured the gain and the drain
current, which is the current drawn by the drain of the HEMT. When we produced these plots showing
contours of constant gain and constant drain current over a range of VD and VG, we found that the gain
generally increased for all frequencies as the drain current increased, although the gain contours do not always
follow the current contours. We set the maximum desirable drain current at 55 mA so that we wouldn’t
dump excessive amounts of power into the amplifiers. As a preliminary test to ensure that our testbed was
functioning as expected, the gain of the HEMTs at 300 K (room temperature) was compared to the same
measurement taken by Hamdi Mani at JPL. All but one of the HEMTs matched Hamdi’s measurements
within 1 dB, the last one (263D) was within 2.5 dB, and the shapes of the plots of gain vs. frequency were
all very similar. See Page 20 for an example of a gain plot.
At 300 K, the gain appeared to be very flat for all of the HEMTs (Figure 5), while at 4 K ripples become
apparent (Figure 6). For example, with HEMT # 255D the ripples have a period of about 0.8 GHz (on the
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Figure 4: Gain setup. The resistor symbols represent attenuators whose values are given and the green
triangles represent low noise amplifiers used while taking measurements.
plot of gain vs frequency) and an amplitude of about 2 dB. Above 5 GHz these oscillations give way to higher
frequency oscillations, which have a period of about 0.13 GHz and an amplitude of about 0.5 dB. Our best
guess for the cause of these ripples is an impedance mismatch between various components, and/or within
one or more of the coax transmission lines. To illustrate, the dielectric in the coax cables may shrink some
non-negligable amount as it is cooled from room temperature to 4 K. As it shrinks, the impedance of the
transmission line may change creating a region in the coax that may reflect some of the signal. I attempted
to model this situation as the cause of the ripples. However, the model did not satisfactorily explain the
ripples, and I suspect the reason is that the actual system is far more complex than my model. A more
direct test was done to see where the ripples may have come from.
The noise source section of the circuit has five discrete components with six different connections. These
components are the attenuator which is the noise source, two DC blocks for thermal isolation, and two coax
cables. We replaced the noise source section with a single copper coax cable to see if the ripples were caused
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by an impedance mismatch in one of the connections around the attenuator. Unfortunately, similar large
ripples appeared at lower frequencies (.5 GHz) with only the copper coax, indicating that an impedance
mismatch in the noise source section of the system was not the cause of the ripples.
We also tested whether the gain changed between 4 K and 23 K. The plot, shown in Figure 6, indicates
that the gain vs. frequency structure does change somewhat with temperature. The valleys in the ripples
decrease below about 5 GHz, while the gain uniformly increases above 6 GHz. This test implies that the
gain of at least one component was changing, and that the components were most likely the noise source
attenuator and/or the DC blocks. The only test that could have been affected by this change in gain would
have been the measurement of the noise temperature, because it required increasing the temperature up to
about 23 K. I will discuss this further in Section 2.3.3.
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Figure 5: Gain vs. frequency at 300 K. Notice that the ripples are all the same amplitude, and the amplitude
is much smaller than it is at 4 K.
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Figure 6: This is a plot of absolute gain vs. frequency for two temperatures of the noise source attenuator:
red is 23 K and blue is 4 K. The ripples are larger at cryogenic temperatures than at room temperature.
2.3 Noise
The effect of noise from the HEMTs on the readout of the final MUSIC camera will be critical for attaining
background limited performance (BLIP). At BLIP, the primary sources of noise on our measurements will be
from outside of the instrument; this is essentially the lowest level of noise achievable. Our goal is to produce
an instrument that is as sensitive to microwave sources as possible, and to accomplish this we must reduce
the noise from our detectors and readout system to a level that is below that of the background, hence the
name “background limited”.
An ideal amplifier will increase the signal strength without adding any noise. However, all real non-ideal
amplifiers have a characteristic noise contribution. The noise can be divided into two groups: high frequency
white noise and low frequency 1/f noise. The noise power associated with the white noise is
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Pn = kTe∆ν (4)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, Te is the effective noise temperature, and ∆ν is the frequency bandwidth
in which this power is found [3]. White noise arises from statistically random thermal vibrations of particles
in matter. This noise is said to be “white” because it is essentially uniform for all frequencies (there is an
upper frequency limit on the white noise due to the constraint that particles must not travel faster than
light), and the value of the noise is called the noise floor. By cooling the HEMTs down, we reduce the
thermal vibrations of the particles inside them and therefore reduce the white noise.
HEMTs are solid-state devices, and solid-state devices have an inherent low frequency 1/f (“one-over-f”)
noise component [3]. The noise spectrum at low frequencies is roughly inversely proportional to the frequency,
hence the name “1/f”. The only way to reduce the size of the 1/f component is during the manufacturing
process; cooling the HEMT down will not change the amount of 1/f noise.
The noise spectra were taken with a spectrum analyzer. This instrument samples the voltage timestream
at discrete times and performs a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on it to obtain a discrete spectrum of voltage
vs. frequency. This voltage spectrum can be turned into a power spectrum by squaring the voltage and
dividing by the characteristic impedance of the coax cables of 50 Ω (P = V 2/R). These plots are usually
referred to as the Power Spectral Density (PSD). Whenever we refer to the “noise”, this is equivalent to
referring to the “noise power”. The noise data is output as a list of numbers, each of which corresponds to
a frequency “bin”. The bin at 0 Hz represents the constant offset of the timestream.
2.3.1 White Noise
In order to find the best values of VD and VG for the noise, we mapped out a grid similar to the one for
the gain. That is, we measured the noise over a range of VD and VG. The first step was to give the HEMT
a known signal from which we could later extract the noise. The signal sent to the HEMT was generated
by an AnritsuTM synthesizer, and was typically at 3.5 GHz. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 7. The
signal would be modulated by noise in the HEMT, which could be seen by mixing the HEMT output with
the original signal. “Mixing” the output allowed for the removal of the 3.5 GHz signal, meaning that we
could see the modulation noise directly. We used this modulation technique for measuring the noise because
astronomical data will eventually be taken in the same way; a signal from a synthesizer will be given to an
MKID resonator which will modulate it, the modulated waveform will be amplified by the HEMT, and the
waveform will finally be mixed to remove the high frequency signal. The white noise is expected to have a
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flat spectrum, and we measured it with a spectrum analyzer. For each bias setting, we averaged the bins in
the frequency range of 50-100 kHz to obtain the white noise value. For an example of a white noise grid, see
Page 20.
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Figure 7: Noise setup. The resistor symbols represent attenuators whose values are given, the green triangles
represent low noise amplifiers used while taking measurements. The red triangles represent another pair of
low noise amplifiers we used. The noise source attenuator is the 30 dB attenuator enclosed in a box with
the heater resistor.
Like the gain of the HEMT, the white noise also generally increased with drain current. To account for
the increase of the gain, the white noise was normalized by the relative gain; we refer to this as the “input
white noise”. The input white noise is the noise contribution from the HEMT to a signal at the input of the
HEMT. We built a grid of the relative gain using the DC offsets (the 0 Hz bin) from the spectra. As expected,
this grid always closely resembled the absolute gain grid from the network analyzer measurements, because
it should be the same up to a constant offset when measured in dB. When we plotted the signal-to-noise
ratio, we usually found a plateau in the contour plot. The plateaus were typically very broad, so it appears
that there is a wide range of bias settings that produce a high signal-to-noise ratio.
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2.3.2 1/f Noise
We measured the 1/f noise in the same manner as the white noise: We gave the HEMT a known input signal
from a synthesizer, then mixed the HEMT output with the input signal to extract the noise. We set the
range on the spectrum analyzer to 25 Hz so that the bin size was 6.25 mHz.
Because 1/f noise is not flat like white noise, we implemented a different routine to plot the data. We
selected 4 bins (0.0625 Hz, 1 Hz, 5 Hz, and 10 Hz), and then created a contour plot for each. The first
was chosen because it was the lowest frequency bin that was not the DC level, and the rest were chosen as
a sampling of the frequency range in which we will eventually be obtaining astronomical signal, which we
expect to see down to about 0.1 Hz. Because we are not averaging over many bins, there is more “noise” on
the noise data. But trends are still easy to see in the contour plots. See Page 22 for an example of 1/f data.
Comparison of the 1/f plots to the white noise plots shows that the ideal settings were not always the
same. However, the optima are usually close enough together and the noise variation with bias parameters
sufficiently slow that it was generally possible to find a reasonable compromise between 1/f and white noise.
We used digital power supplies for the bias settings on all of the HEMT testing, and we were concerned
that they may have contributed to our 1/f measurements. We performed an experiment to compare the 1/f
of the HEMT with both the digital power supplies and some analog power supplies. We found that there
was essentially no repeatable difference between digital and analog supplies. See Figure 8 for an example of
data from this test. It appears that using digital power supplies does not significantly impact the HEMT
1/f performance. However, there is no reason to think that our analog supplies are particularly low noise.
It may be possible to reduce the 1/f with supplies more optimized for HEMT biasing.
2.3.3 Noise Temperatures
In order to measure the noise temperature of the HEMTs, we used a heated attenuator as a noise source.
The HEMT would then amplify the noise signal from the attenuator, and at the same time contribute its
own noise to the signal. We measured the noise power with a spectrum analyzer, and varied the temperature
of the attenuator. The temperature was measured with the LakeShoreTM diode mounted on the attenuator
clamp. As the temperature increased, the noise power increased linearly with temperature as shown in
Equation 4. By performing a linear regression on the noise power vs. temperature, we extracted the noise
temperature of the HEMT. This method allowed us to obtain the noise temperature without knowing the
gains and losses of all components after the HEMT to high accuracy.
To give a simple illustration of our method, suppose that we have two physical temperatures at which
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Figure 8: This plot compares the 1/f noise from the HEMT using an analog power supply to using a digital
power supply.
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we have measured the corresponding noise powers. We can convert these noise powers to effective noise
temperatures with Equation 4, giving us the points (Tphys,c, TNeff,c) and (Tphys,h, TNeff,h), where c is for
“cold” and h is for “hot”. When we perform a linear regression on these points, there will be a constant offset
for this straight line equal to the HEMT noise temperature. The physical reason for this comes from the
fact that noise powers (and effective noise temperatures) from sources in series add. We have the effective
noise temperature as
TNeff = Tphys + THEMT (5)
The HEMT noise temperature is independent of the attenuator’s physical temperature, so if we extrapolate
the graph of noise temperature vs. physical temperature for Tphys → 0, the effective noise temperature is
equal to the HEMT noise temperature. Thus we have found what we were looking for with two measurements
of noise power and two measurements of temperature. For a more detailed description, see the note by Seth
Siegel on precisely measuring HEMT noise temperatures in the Appendix. In practice, we used about 16
different physical temperatures from 4 K to 23 K to obtain the noise temperatures.
The motivation for using an attenuator with a heater as a noise source was simplicity and cost. The idea
was that we only needed to thermally connect a resistor (which served as the heater) to a 30 dB attenuator,
apply a voltage to the resistor, and measure the resulting physical temperature and corresponding noise
power. However, there were some unforeseen problems that hindered our progress. At first we found that
the noise power wasn’t increasing linearly with temperature, and we attributed this to heat travelling through
the center pin of the coax and into the HEMT wafer. We eliminated this problem by installing a heat sink
strap (a copper wire) between the noise source attenuator and the 4K plate. DC blocks were also inserted
on either side of the noise source attenuator to reduce the heat conduction through the center pin.
The noise power measurements were made with a high frequency spectrum analyzer (see Figure 9).
Because of our regression algorithm, all but one of the gain and loss terms (including the HEMT) dropped
out. The exception is the loss of the coax cable connecting the attenuator to the HEMT. We measured the
loss of this component by itself with the network analyzer and used the result to account for this loss in the
regression. The noise contribution from the cable was also taken into account.
As mentioned earlier, the gain appeared to vary a small amount as the temperature was increased from 4
K to 23 K, and we were concerned that this variation may affect our measurement of the noise temperature.
However, as also mentioned above, the regression algorithm we used gave a result that is independent of the
gain from the DC blocks and the noise source attenuator.
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Figure 9: High frequency noise setup. The tests using this setup required no input signal to the HEMT,
and so the only signal that would be read out was amplified thermal noise. The resistor symbols represent
attenuators whose values are given, the green triangles represent low noise amplifiers used while taking
measurements. The noise source attenuator is the 30 dB attenuator enclosed in a box with the heater
resistor.
The measurements with the high frequency analyzer did not require a signal other than the noise created
by the attenuator. This analyzer was able to measure the noise from 1 to 10 GHz directly, so we did not
need to provide a signal to the HEMT. We found that oscillations appear in the plots of noise power vs.
frequency, and we think that the cause is the same thing creating oscillations in the gain: an impedance
mismatch. These oscillations from the noise power also become apparent in the plot of noise temperature,
as we would expect from an impedance mismatch. Phil Maloney modeled the result of general, frequency
dependent power reflections in a note which I have included in the Appendix. This note shows that the
lower envelope of the plot of measured noise temperature vs. frequency most closely resembles the actual
noise temperature. See Page 24 for an example of this data.
Our maximum acceptable noise temperature was about 8 K, or two times the physical temperature of
the HEMT. This means the white noise would be less than a factor of two worse than thermal noise. We
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chose this cutoff because a HEMT with a noise temperature lower than 8 K would not significantly impact
astronomical measurements.
2.4 Temperature Fluctuations of the HEMT
The MUSIC cryostat uses a pulse tube cooler as a refrigeration system. The advantage of this system is that
it is closed and therefore no handling of cryogens is necessary. It is also far less expensive to operate than
the traditional method of filling a liquid helium tank by hand because it is not necessary to purchase the
helium. One caveat is a fluctuation in the temperature due to the cooler. Because of the way the system
operates, the temperature at the 4K stage is similar to a sawtooth function with time, with an amplitude of
about 0.1 K and a frequency of about 1 Hz. This temperature variation was cause for concern about how it
may affect our signal-to-noise ratio.
In order to characterize how this temperature fluctuation will affect the noise of the HEMTs, we applied
a sawtooth waveform created by a function generator to a heater mounted on the HEMT. This created a
temperature fluctuation for the HEMT that looked roughly like a sawtooth. We measured the low frequency
1/f noise and the white noise and compared it to the same type of measurement with no temperature
fluctuations. The white noise with the temperature fluctuations was about 0.1% larger than the noise
without the temperature fluctuations - well within acceptable limits. The 1/f noise seemed to be nearly
unaffected, and there was no spike at 1 Hz.
We also checked to see if there were any gain fluctuations that may potentially contribute noise to
our signal. The first method we used was to send a signal to the HEMT from the synthesizer at 3.5
GHz and measure the power at that frequency with the high frequency spectrum analyzer, while varying
the temperature of the HEMT with the sawtooth applied to the heater. This showed no obvious gain
fluctuations. We then attempted to find a gain fluctuation with a lock-in amplifier, which is designed to
measure modulation at a given frequency. We were unable to detect any signal at 1 Hz with the lock-in.
These two tests indicate that any gain fluctuations that may occur due to temperature fluctuations of the
HEMT at 1 Hz will be unnoticeable.
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3 Results and Conclusions
3.1 Ideal Bias Settings and Notes
Here are the values we found for the ideal bias settings. Noise temperatures are at 3.5 GHz. Note that
because the drain has a non-zero current, there is a corresponding voltage drop in the biasing wires for the
drain. The values shown in the table below were the values set by the power supply, and not the actual
values at the HEMT. Therefore, the drain current should be used as a reference and not the drain voltage.
This effect was not present for the gate bias because the gate always drew very little current.
Table 1: These are the ideal bias settings for both the white noise and the 1/f noise. Note that the HEMT
bias in a different system should use VG and ID as the independent variables, not VG and VD.
White noise 1/f noise
HEMT VD (V) VG (V) ID (mA) THEMT ± 0.25K VD (V) VG (V) ID (mA)
248D 1.8 3.0 36 5.25 1.9 3.0 37
255D 1.6 0.9 30 2.25 1.6 1.5 42
256D 1.5 1.2 30 3.75 1.6 1.3 34
258D 1.3 0.8 31 3.25 1.4 0.9 34
263D 1.6 1.4 34 3.25 1.6 1.6 38
266D 1.5 2.1 30 3.5 2.0 1.9 42
277D 22 ± 2
289D 1.5 2.0 35 3.0 1.5 1.8 30
321D 1.5 0.6 30 3.5
• It appears that 277D is the only HEMT that has a noise temperature that is too high.
• 258D’s noise referred to the input seems to be nearly independent of the bias settings.
• 321D has an intermittent problem where the drain current, HEMT gain, and HEMT noise change
suddenly. This occurred spontaneously while the bias settings were held constant. Plots of the noise,
drain current, and gain taken during the change are shown in at the end of the section for 321D. Note
that these are all plots of the same event seen with different parameters. We suspect that the large
number of hot-cold cycles exacerbated a mechanical wiring issue on the HEMT wafer. This is why we
did not take a 1/f grid, but otherwise 321D appeared normal.
• 266D and 289D have gains that increase about 10 dB from 1-10 GHz, a significantly larger change than
the other HEMTs.
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3.2 Conclusions
With the tests described above, we have concluded several useful facts. First, all but two of the HEMTs we
examined are acceptable for our purposes. 277D had a noise temperature that was too high to be of use,
and 321D has an intermittent problem that is possibly a mechanical failure inside the device. These HEMTs
are to be replaced, and the replacements will be subjected to the same tests.
Second, we now know what the gains of the HEMTs are, as well as the bias settings that provide the
best signal-to-noise ratio for white noise and 1/f noise.
Third, we know that the ideal bias locations for the white noise and 1/f noise are not identical, but can
be reconciled so that both noise types are very close to their optima.
Finally, any noise contribution from the fluctuating temperature created by the pulse tube cooler in the
MUSIC cryostat will be small or immeasurable. Thus, we can be confident that the temperature fluctuations
will not affect any astronomical measurements made with MUSIC in the future.
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Figure 10: 20 log |S21| at the ideal bias settings
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Figure 11: Noise temperature as a function of frequency. The lower envelope of the oscillations most closely
resembles the actual noise temperature. This HEMT has a higher noise temperature than the rest of the
usable HEMTs, but it is low enough between 3 and 4 GHz for our purposes.
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Figure 12: 20 log |S21| at the ideal bias settings
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Figure 13: Noise temperature as a function of frequency. The lower envelope of the oscillations most closely
resembles the actual noise temperature.
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Figure 14: 255D 20 log |S21| taken without the noise source attenuator. It appears that the low frequency
ripples are not caused by the noise source attenuator. This plot does not account for the system gain, which
is why it is discrepant with the plot shown above.
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Figure 15: Gain data taken at CU and by Hamdi at 300K. The large amount of noise in the CU data is
present because we used a low power setting on the network analyzer, which we later increased to get better
results. The two data sets agree within about 1 dB.
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Figure 16: 256D 20 log |S21| at the ideal bias settings
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Figure 17: Noise temperature as a function of frequency. The lower envelope of the oscillations most
closely resembles the actual noise temperature. This sweep was taken with the usual setup (i.e. without an
attenuator on the input of the HEMT).
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Figure 18: Noise temperature as a function of frequency. This data was taken with a 10dB attenuator on the
input of the HEMT. The higher-than-expected noise values were caused by this attenuator, which was placed
there as a test to see if we could reduce ripples seen in S21. We quickly decided to remove the attenuator
because it increased our measured noise.
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Figure 19: Gain data taken at CU and by Hamdi at 300K. The large amount of noise in the CU data is
present because we used a low power setting on the network analyzer, which we later increased to get better
results. The two data sets agree within about 1 dB.
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Figure 20: 258D 20 log |S21| at the ideal bias settings
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Figure 21: Noise temperature as a function of frequency. The lower envelope of the oscillations most closely
resembles the actual noise temperature.
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Figure 22: Gain data taken at CU and by Hamdi at 300K. The large amount of noise in the CU data is
present because we used a low power setting on the network analyzer, which we later increased to get better
results. The two data sets agree within about 1 dB.
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Figure 23: 263D 20 log |S21| at the ideal bias settings
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Figure 24: Noise temperature as a function of frequency. The lower envelope of the oscillations most closely
resembles the actual noise temperature.
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Figure 25: Gain data taken at CU and by Hamdi at 300K. The large amount of noise in the CU data is
present because we used a low power setting on the network analyzer, which we later increased to get better
results. The two data sets agree within about 2.5 dB.
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Figure 26: 266D 20 log |S21| at the ideal bias settings. This HEMT does not have a flat frequency response,
with an increase of about 10 dB over the span of 1-10 GHz.
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Figure 27: Noise temperature as a function of frequency. The lower envelope of the oscillations most closely
resembles the actual noise temperature.
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Figure 28: Gain data taken at CU and by Hamdi at 300K. The large amount of noise in the CU data is
present because we used a low power setting on the network analyzer, which we later increased to get better
results. The two data sets agree within about 1.25 dB.
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Figure 29: This data was taken with the high frequency spectrum analyzer.
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Figure 30: Noise temperature as a function of frequency. The lower envelope of the oscillations most closely
resembles the actual noise temperature.
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Figure 31: 289D 20 log |S21| at the ideal bias settings
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Figure 32: Noise temperature as a function of frequency. The lower envelope of the oscillations most closely
resembles the actual noise temperature.
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Figure 33: Gain data taken at CU and by Hamdi at 300K. The large amount of noise in the CU data is
present because we used a low power setting on the network analyzer, which we later increased to get better
results. The two data sets agree within about 1.25 dB.
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Figure 34: 321D 20 log |S21| at the ideal bias settings
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Figure 35: Noise temperature as a function of frequency. The lower envelope of the oscillations most closely
resembles the actual noise temperature.
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Figure 36: This plot shows the drain current for 321D as a function of time. The bias settings were held
constant when this spontaneous change occurred. The sample rate was once per minute. This is the same
event that is shown in Figures 37 and 38
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Figure 37: This plot shows the noise for 321D as a function of time. The bias settings were held constant
when this spontaneous change occurred. The sample rate was once per minute. This is the same event that
is shown in Figures 36 and 38
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Figure 38: This plot shows the relative gain for 321D as a function of time. The bias settings were held
constant when this spontaneous change occurred. The sample rate was once per minute. This is the same
event that is shown in Figures 36 and 37
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Appendix
I have included two notes from members of the MUSIC project that are pertinant to some of the discussions
I gave earlier in this document. The first is by Phil Maloney regarding the justification of using the lower
envelopes of the noise temperature plots as the actual values for the noise temperature. The second note is
by Seth Siegel, and it is a description of how we calculate the noise temperature of the HEMTs by using a
heated attenuator as a noise source.
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Reflections and HEMT Noise Temperature
Phil Maloney
For simplicity, assume we measure the noise power at only two temperatures,
TL and TH . As in Seth’s note, we assume that the only sources of noise are the
attenuator being used as a thermal noise source and the HEMT amplifier itself.
At TL, the measured noise power is
PN (TL) = Patt(TL) + Pamp (1)
and similarly at TH . We can express the noise powers in terms of temperature,
PN = kTNBN (2)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant and BN is the noise bandwidth.
By taking the ratio of the measured PN at the two temperatures, all of the
post-HEMT gains and losses drop out, and we get
PN (TH)
PN (TL)
≡ PH
PL
=
TH + Tamp
TL + Tamp
(3)
where Tamp is the intrinsic HEMT noise temperature referenced to the HEMT
input.
Solving equation (3) to for the measured HEMT noise temperature, Tmamp:
Tmamp =
THPL − TLPH
PH − PL
=
TH(P
L
att + Pamp)− TL(PHatt + Pamp)
PHatt − PLatt
. (4)
If all of the gains and loss terms cancelled out precisely for both the HEMT
and the attenuator, so that we could apply equation (2) to both, then equation
(4) reduces to
Tmamp = Tamp (5)
as it should.
Now assume that we have reflections at the HEMT input, so that only a
fraction f = f(ν) ≤ 1 of the attenuator noise power is actually transmitted and
amplified by the HEMT to be measured. In this case equation (4) becomes
Tmamp =
TH(fP
L
att + Pamp)− TL(fPHatt + Pamp)
f(PHatt − PLatt)
. (6)
Again using equation (2), in this case we get
Tmamp =
Tamp
f
(7)
so the measured HEMT noise temperature exceeds Tamp by 1/f . Hence it is
the lower envelope of Tmamp(ν) that most nearly approximates Tamp(ν).
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An Accurate Measurement of
HEMT Noise Temperature
Seth Siegel
August 14, 2010
1 Using an Attenuator Attached to a
Heated Stage
Let SV 2N denote the PSD (in units of volts squared per hertz) measured in the
white noise regime by a spectrum analyzer at the output of our system. We
can convert this to a power using the relation PN = SV 2N/R with R = 50 Ω.
Let us assume that the dominant sources of noise in our system are the
HEMT and the 10 dB attenuator sitting on the heated stage. Later we will
justify this assumption. The measured power PN is then given by
PN = GsysPN,amp +GsysGampPN,att
= GsysGamp
(
PN,amp
Gamp
+ PN,att
)
(1)
where Gsys is the total gain of all components of our system after the HEMT,
including any loses due to attenuators/cables, and Gamp is the gain of the
HEMT. We will see later that the benefit of using this measurement setup
is that both Gsys and Gamp drop out of the equation for the desired noise
temperature.
The attenuator can be considered a 50 Ω resistor so that
PN,att = kBT
where T denotes the physical temperature of the attenuator, which we con-
trol through a heater on the stage at which the attenuator rests.
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Similarly, we can associate with the HEMT a noise temperature Tamp defined
as the physical temperature a perfect 50 Ω resistor would need in order to
produce a white noise PSD of SV 2N,amp . By definition we then have that
PN,amp = kBTamp
Plugging these into Eq. 1 we obtain
PN = kBGsysGamp
(
Tamp
Gamp
+ T
)
= C
(
T ∗amp + T
)
(2)
where we have lumped all the leading factors into C = kBGsysGamp and have
defined T ∗amp = Tamp / Gamp. The quantity T
∗
amp is the HEMT noise temper-
ature referred to the input of the HEMT.
Our measurements consists of a series of values of (T, PN), i.e. several dif-
ferent attenuator temperatures and the resulting powers measured with a
spectrum analyzer. Lets fit this data to a straight line
PN = a+ bT
where a and b are the best fit parameters. Comparing this with Eq. 4 we see
that
a = CT ∗amp , b = C
and therefore
T ∗amp =
a
b
(3)
Thus, the noise temperature of the HEMT referred to the input of the HEMT
can be estimated as the ratio of the intercept and slope of a least-squares fit
to the PN vs. T graph. Now, if we neglect the 1/f noise of the HEMT from
gain fluctuations, then our goal would be to minimize exactly this quantity,
T ∗amp, because this is approximately the noise of the HEMT referred to the
device.
In reality the 1/f noise due to small fluctations δGamp is considerable. A full
noise analysis should investigate this as a function of bias settings as well.
2
2 Accounting for the Coaxial Cable
We should also take into consideration the coaxial cable that connects the
attenuator sitting on the heated stage at temperature T to the HEMT sitting
on the cold plate at temperature Tcp = 4K. Since this cable has some loss
α [dB] it will have two effects. First, it will attenuate the power coming from
the heated attenuator
PN,att = kBT10
− α
10
Second, it will contribute its own noise, a full derivation of which can be
found in Appendix B of John Ward’s Thesis [1]. The result is given by
PN,coax = kB
[
Tcp(1− 10− α10 )− (T − Tcp)
(
1− 10(1− 10
− α
10 )
α ln 10
)]
Our equation for PN becomes
PN = GsysGamp
(
PN,amp
Gamp
+ PN,att + PN,coax
)
(4)
Plugging in the above expressions for PN,att and PN,coax and simplyfying
yields
PN = kBGsysGamp
[
Tamp
Gamp
+ Tcp +
10(1− 10− α10 )
α ln 10
(T − Tcp)
]
= C
[
T ∗amp + (1−D(α))Tcp +D(α)T
]
(5)
where we have defined
D(α) =
10(1− 10− α10 )
α ln 10
This quantity depends only on the loss in the coaxial cable. In the limit that
α→ 0, D(α)→ 1 and we recover Eq. 2 derived in the previous section.
3
Again, fitting our data to a line of the form PN = a+ bT we have that
a = C
[
T ∗amp + (1−D(α))Tcp
]
, b = CD(α)
Our estimate for the noise temperature of the HEMT referred to the input
of the HEMT becomes
T ∗amp =
[a
b
+ Tcp
]
D(α)− Tcp (6)
This requires making a single additional measurement of the loss α in the
cable. This should be relatively straightforward using a power meter and
synthesizer or a network analyzer.
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